Since the beginning of Bhakti marg (devotion cult) we bhakti form Sita have been
calling God from every birth due to constant enhancement of sorrows from vices in
Ravana kingdom. In response to our painful call the creator of the world drama
himself reincarnates in the confluence age and plays various roles which is
described below.
Various roles of
Supreme soul

Description

1.

Supreme Father

Gives spiritual sustenance followed by godly inheritance
(heavenly sovereignty).

2.

Supreme Teacher

Teaches Godly knowledge and Rajyoga. Gives knowledge
on beginning, middle and end of Creator and Creation.

3.

Supreme Satguru

Gives blessings and imparts liberation and liberation in life by
relieving from the world of sorrows.

4.

Principal director /
Principal actor

One who directs the World Drama. One who is main actor in
the World Drama.

5.

Poet

Make us experience through true knowledge / Sings the song
of knowledge (Gita).

6.

Bhagat Vatsalam

Guards the devotees and Children.

7.

Magician

Plays godly magic of transforming impure to pure and hell to
heaven. Gives salvation to the whole world.

8.

Washerman

Cleans dirty (impure) cloth in soul form due to the impact of
sludge in the form of Maya with the water of knowledge and
soap of aim.

9.

Goldsmith

Purifies ornament in soul form by heating the alloy of vices in
Yoga bhatti and transforms into pure gold.

10. Barrister

Relieves from the jail of five vices there by liberating from the
kingdom of Ravana. Relieves from the punishment of
demons of death. Liberates from all sort of fights.

11. Selfless server

He has come for world welfare
Purifies both soul and nature
Makes his children the master of the world without becoming
himself.

12. Contractor

Accepts contract of making hell into heaven and impure to
pure.

13. Workman

Does the job of creating old Iron aged world ( Kaliyuga ) in to
new Golden aged world ( Satyuga ).

Various roles of Supreme
soul
14. Merchant /
Business man /
Jeweller
15. Karnighor ( special
brahmin priest /
Dealer
16. Imperishable vaidya (
physician)

17. Spiritual surgeon
18. Liberator
19. Spiritual Guide /
Station Master

Description
Execute dealing for exchange of old body-mind-wealth with
new ones or does business of knowledge jewels.

Accepts everything old or takes old and exchanges for new.

Gives cure for the illness of the soul, relieves from the
disease of vices.
Makes soul healthy by giving injection of knowledge and
yoga.
Liberates from the sorrows of the world.
Shows the path to Soul world (Muktidham) and Heaven
(Jeevanmuktidham). Guides the way in the Spiritual
Journey.

20. Number one Trustee

He is free from traces of all attachments.

21. All mercy leader

He is merciful towards all souls of the world including
nature.

22. Lord of the Poor

God of the poor, protector (saviour) and supportive.

23. World knowledge

Knower of the essence of all Vedas, Scriptures & Spiritual
texts. Narrates legends (stories) and essence of vedas &
scriptures to all souls.

authority / Vyasa

24. Master of Garden

Does maintenance of garden form soul. Transforms thorns
into flowers.

25. Boatman

Take across the boat of body and soul from the land of
sorrow to the world of happiness or from ocean of poison to
the ocean of milk or nectar.
He is the seed of human world tree and also the husband.

26. Vrikshpati ( Lord of
human tree )
27. Sahanshah (
Emperor) / Sachcha
Patshah ( True
Emperor )
28. Shri Shri 108
Jagatguru
29. Rama

30. Ustad ( Expert )
31. Dhramraj ( Supreme
Justice)

32. Guest of Honour

Does his duty in an incognito way.
Makes true natured and emperor of the land of truth.
Makes the garland of 108 victory jewels and imparts
salvation to the world.
Makes corrupted world into elevated. Establishes kingdom
of Rama (Heaven).
Imparts training to fight battle against Maya or vices.
Keeps Karmic account of all souls and gives right judgment
to it’s results.
Great glorious guest who arrives from far off land.

